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Asper once sealed away in fire crystals located in Zoldaad. Now he calls the realm of dragon king his home. As king of dragons, his imposing form with his black wings spread open makes him fit to actually be counted as one of Hayes's eight risers. All aspers hold power beyond any mortal, but in particular, The Breath of the Bahamut, Megaflare, claims to
be among the greatest in destructive power. Bahmut does not receive bonus XP from any magicite. Talk with Evan in downtown Zoldaad. He will be located in the northern part of the map, in the courtyard of the castle. Once you flatten the bahmut to the maximum level (30), an additional dungeon, a test of dragon king, will appear within the realm of dragon
king (rat tail is not required). Its hugely powerful version will be defeated and upgraded to Bahamut 2★. Page 2 warning: You're not logged in. Your IP address will be publicly visible if you make any edits. If you log in or create an account, your edits will be attributed to other benefits, as well as your username. Flagview HistoryThis Bahamut FF7 remake
guide explains how to unlock change to fight the bahamut and offers tips for taking it down in the endgame of the Final Fantasy VII remake. Hit all of the VR fights and Battle Intel reports that Chadley sends it on you. Most of these you will naturally be able to knock by playing the game, but some of them need to be grinded. If you're struggling with staggering
effects Part 3, know that you can increase a staggering percentage by hitting them with Tifa uppercut attacks. If you're having trouble mastering all 12 types of magic materia, well you might not even have them all. Luckily, you can buy them all. 11 of them are in vending machines, and the last one, Aero, can be purchased at Chadli. Going without preparation
is an unmistakable way to be black. Here's how to prepare: Make sure your party level is maxed 50. Upgrade your weapons as much as possible. A handful of materia have maxed out. Especially you're going to need therapy, magnify some sort of magic (fire was our preference), and a handful of stat-boosting materias such as HP Up, Magic Up, MP-Up, and
some luck-ups won't hurt either. Ideally you should have each of your characters at 7000 or more hp before attempting to give each of your characters a run for your money, so keep cultivating your HP up until you're able to come up with a materia configuration that allows you to do so. If you're short on HP or MP up, head to a vending machine and buy a
couple. They'll start at one level, but here's a small trick to quickly level them up. Big Barret with Bertha lacy and imagined him out so that he big with his basic strikes Does. Now load it with all the materia you want to level quickly. Also load the cloud with a first strike materia, a max out fire materia, and link it along with So he can spell a big AOE Firaga. Next,
go to Shinra Combat Simulator in Chapter 17 and take Claude and Barrett in the Two Person Team vs High Flyers mission. If your cloud is strong enough, you should be able to clean up the first battle in this mission with a triple slash, which you should turn into a quick 48AP trap. The remaining fights can almost as easily be cleared with a combination of
skills like Firaga's and Barret's powerful basic attacks and Max Fury. The last fight is a tough one against a Drake that reflects magic, but you can just give up, try again, and you'll still retain all of the AP you reached that point. You will lose 400 gills in each attempt though, so make sure you can leave additional changes if you decide to do so. For reference,
Here our party load was out: Cloud Weapon Hardedge ArsenalChin Bangle Accessory Whistlewind Scarf Mattaria HP UP (LVL 2) Auto Cure (lvl 2) First Strike (lvl 3) Revival (lvl 2) HP Up (lvl 2) HP Up (lvl 2) Instigating (lvl 3) Lightning (LV 3) HP 7953 MP82 TIFF Weapon Metal Pors ArmourSuprem Brasser Accessory Champion Belt Materia Healing (LVL3) HP
UP (LVL2) Stedfast Block (LVL2) HP Up (LVL3) ATB Boost (LVL 5) HP UP (LVL 1) Luck Up (LVL 3) Luck Up (LVL 3) HP 7375 MP72 Erith Weapon Mithril Rod Armoured Bangle Accessory Circlet Materia Fire (LVL3) HP UP (LVL3) Healing (LVL 3) Healing (LVL 3) Healing (LVL 3) Healing (LVL 3) 3) Healing (LVL 3) Healing (LVL 3) Havel LVL 5) + Magnify
(LVL 3) Magic Up (LVL 3) MP UP (LVL 3) HP UP (LVL 3) HP UP (LVL 3) HP 7709 MP139 Note that this party is not so customized Is as much as it can be, but it's still more than enough to get through this fight. One thing you might want to consider is putting healing materia on the cloud and Tifa as well, in case Aerith gets caught without ATB and you need
to be immediately healed. Be careful though, as this fight is largely DPS (loss per second) race, so you want to make sure you don't get caught spending a ton of ATB, just trying to keep yourself alive. For the actual battle itself, we went along with Cloud, Tifa, and Aerith, with Cloud and Tifa being focused on the damage of the basic attack, and Aerith being
our sole magic attacker and healer. As such, the general strategy you want to follow is always putting on cloud and Tifa constant pressure, while Aerith hangs back and uses basic attacks to heal him primarily to fill the ATB. The big thing you want to see out for is when Bahamut starts charging and counting below 5. As soon as he does, you want to put as
much damage on him as you can try and put pressure on him, interrupting his charge. He has to do so as soon as possible. Hit with, then switch to Cloud and Tiffa and hit it with either a focused strike or concentrated thrust, which will add on a significant amount of wavering damage. If Bahmut is able to complete his countdown, he will use Megaflare, and it
will end the game for you. As for your other attacks, usually you want to block Resisted trying to escape. They have huge hit boxes and really tight time windows, so it's better to just try and minimize damage. Note that as the fight goes on, he becomes more and more relentless, then keep on blocking after he makes an attack to get ready, because he'll likely
follow up with it two or three more before giving you the chance to get in as the fight goes on he'll also use a move called Umbral Aura, which creates a vast area of energy around Bahamut that will deal significant losses over time. Unfortunately, you can't do much about it. You eat the damage and just continue to attack, which is why it's especially important
to go into this fight with a lot of HP. With any luck, unless the fight starts getting a little dicey, you should have access to your summons and your range breaks, which will be very useful in that last bit of damage you either need to finish off the Bahamas, or at least staggering him. Once she's staggered, Tifa would use unbridled strength to increase her strong
attacks, which would not only deal big losses but also increase the owner's staggered percentage, making subsequent attacks much stronger. If you wipe it before you bring it down, don't worry about it! Before jumping again, think about what went wrong. Were your characters being downed too easily? Running out too early from the MP? Find your problem
spots and fill them with different materia. Or if you need to level some of your materia, hit Combat Sim and use the strategy described above to corral some AP. In any case, keep it and eventually the Bahmut summons will be yours! Energy Action Gill Unit EXP Rank EXP 40 1 1135 10000 420 Mission Award Clear Quest 4 * Trust Moogle No Green Magic
Bahamas Raid Coin x 10,000 ESP With Defeat Shadow Bahamas King Burst Pot X 1 Party 5 or less Rare Summons Ticket X2 Boss Shadow Bahamut - Dragon LV - 100 HP - 6,000,000MP - 500 +100% Dark Protest, +80% sacred all attack patterns preemptively resist immunity for self-buff turn 1 and on 40% and every 3 megaflare (1000% magic damage)
when HP &lt;70% Poison Breat: 120% chance of 50% poison with magic loss when HP &lt;50 % VORTEX: 50% to reduce HP from 99% after 15% chance 160% magic AOE magic (fire/ice/water/earth/light) 40% chance 200% ST Magic Skillsets are the same as almost ELT raid attack breaking works. Keep focus or sacred guard at all times before turn 1 trial
The Bahmut pre-lovers will thus put the megaflare on turn 1. You will need to guard/jump during 1 on. Make sure your HP and SPR stand high to face the first megaflare. To survive megaflare in defensive mode you need at least 5500 with 200 or more SPR is required. At 50%, it will put the vortex and reduce your team's HP by 1%. Before pushing to 40%,
make sure you're focused on/off. Note: You can't avoid this 40% As you stop dealing with losses at 40% the second megaflare below 40% is a soft rage timer for this fight. It will then be very difficult to fix the fight after this megaflare will start casting every 3 turns. Tank - Cecil Healer - Refia Support (Optional) - Mary Attacker - Anyone with at least 210 SPR
with 5500 hp when fully equipped. Jump units were preferred. Turn before 50% of Notis, Kain, Reberta Strategy Turn 1 - Provence or Jump Turn 2 - Focus and Heal Turn 3 to Pre-50% - Charge your Asper orbs (if you're doing the feat) turn before 50% - get holy guard or note, clean up your poison situation. There is no point in fixing this phase as he will turn
the vortex next and bring your Himachal Pradesh into double digits. Pre-40% - Do not push 40% if you have not focused before the pre-50% phase. Take this time to heal and buff up before pushing 40%. Bring bahmut's HP to a comfortable level before casting Asper - 40% and below. If you are not convinced, remember to defend/jump from megaflare. Final
Fantasy Brave Exvius Forum Forum &gt; Final Fantasy: Brave Exvius &gt; Guide &gt; Discussion in 'Guide' launched by Kurizu, Oct. 11, 2017. Tags: page 1 of 11 1 ← 2 3 4 5 6 → 11 next &gt; Final Fantasy Brave Axius Forum Forum &gt; Final Fantasy: Brave Axius &gt; Guide &gt; &gt;
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